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Industry needs to do better job of telling its story

LINCOLN—The U.S. beef industry has made huge strides in livestock handling in recent years
but has done a poor job explaining that to the public, said leading animal behavior expert
Temple Grandin Tuesday.

Grandin encouraged the industry to be more transparent with the general public. “Ag has done
a rotten job of communicating,” she added.

Grandin spoke at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln as part of the Institute of Agriculture and
Natural Resources’ Heuermann Lectures.

Grandin, an animal sciences professor at Colorado State University, has had a major impact on
the meat and livestock industries worldwide through her research, development and outreach
on use of low-stress, behavior-based livestock handling techniques and design of animal
handling facilities.

Half the cattle in North America are handled in equipment she has designed for meat plants,
said Ronnie Green, Harlan vice chancellor of IANR and University of Nebraska vice president
for agriculture and natural resources.

Grandin said her autism has played a key role in her work because it attunes her to visual
details that can distress cattle, pigs and other livestock but go unnoticed by most people.

Changes in flooring surface, reflections, shadows, even something as simple as a dangling
chain all can unnerve animals and make them harder to handle, Grandin said.

“I got down in the chute to see what the cattle were seeing,” she recalled. “People thought that
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was crazy.”

Grandin said livestock handling in the ’70s and ’80s was terrible, but both equipment and
management practices are vastly better now. However, both the media and public still seize on
occasional instances of mishandling and treat them as if they are the rule rather than the
exception.

“One of the things that frustrates me is we’ve improved a lot of this and nobody knows about it,”
Grandin said. “When I first started, maybe 10 to 20 percent did a decent job of handling
animals. Now it’s 80 percent.”

“I go into the meat plants now and it’s quiet like church.”

The key for livestock handlers is to understand animal behavior to get them to voluntarily do
what they want them to do, rather than exerting force, Grandin told the standing-room-only
crowd at Hardin Hall.

Grandin also has developed animal welfare guidelines for the meat industry and consults with
McDonalds, Wendy’s International, Burger King and other companies on animal welfare. She
said animal-welfare guidelines must be specific and clearly worded and based on what is
“directly observable.”

She encouraged the industry to share the progress it’s made with the public.

Grandin had a unique opportunity to do just that when HBO made a movie about her life starring
Claire Danes. During Hollywood media interviews, she found reporters to be fascinated about
meat processing.

Thanks to that movie, Grandin is at least as famous for her triumph over autism as for her
livestock work. Her busy day at UNL included visits with student groups involved in speech
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pathology and educating exceptional children.

Heuermann Lectures in IANR are made possible by a gift from B. Keith and Norma Heuermann
of Phillips, long-time university supporters with a strong commitment to Nebraska’s production
agriculture, natural resources, rural areas and people.

The lectures are archived at heuermannlectures.unl.edu shortly after the lecture, and broadcast
on NET2 World at a date following the lecture.
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